2004 pontiac grand prix blower motor not working

Te fuses appeared to be fine bu. Norm answered 6 years ago. Loose ground, loose harness
somewhere. It's also possible that the fan relay is loose, check the power distribution panel.
Possibly the heater fan resistor. Did the fans quit all of a sudden, or did you gradually loose one
fan speed at a time? If it was a gradual loss I''d bet its that resistor. Raquel answered 5 years
ago. I replaced resister. Now sometimes the blower doesnt work if I kick it turns on. What can
that be. Doublee answered 2 years ago. Raquel, did you get this fixed? I have the same issue. If i
do the old Fonzie punch to it the fan kicks on sometimes. I replaced the fan too. I had my radio
put in from a hack awhile back, could that have loosened the ground? GuruK7RS9 answered
about a year ago. It is a fuse on passenger side panel, pull the bottom 2 fuses in middle row, a
10 above the 15 at bottom.. This is happened to me twice since the beginning of November and
it just happened to me yesterday, I replaced the blower motor again and it happened to be just a
fuse. A month later it went out. The wire at the connector was burnt through so, I replaced it
again I know I should check the fuses, etc, but it started to not come on and we would bump the
bottom of the dash and voila it started pumping ag Started out intermittant. Blower would cut
out until i figured out speed 5 worked. Replaced blower resistor, no change. Then if the blower
was not working the dic would black out. Weeks later t I have a different car. Content submitted
by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should
not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus
Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Pontiac Grand Prix question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Pontiac Grand Prix Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Water comes into the car
from under dash board and affects the blower motor or motor switch where it works
intermittently or often not at all. The problem continues even though I've had the blower motor
and switch replaced because water continues to enter the vehicle under the dash. Happens in
the rain or if I go through a car wash. Anyone know why water would be able to enter and how
to fix? I'm thinking the solution may be something simple, maybe a space between the wind
shield somewhere that allows water to enter through the dash on the passenger side and soak
the floor? My mechanic doesn't know where the water leaks in from. He believes me after I
brought it in after my last car wash. It was C. The blower filled with water and didn't work. He
took it apart and it was frozen solid. More ice found in the housing. Now that its dried out it
works perfectly.. Until it rains or I wash the car again Or use the windshield washers.. Otherwise
the blower fills with water and works intermittently. Powering up and down as the water swishes
around. The floor on the passenger side always gets real wet too. Once left outside during the
rain, we had one inch of water from front to back seat on the floor. If you have a for-profit
service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 3 reports stop rain water from leaking
into the blower motor 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
Grand Prix problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Pontiac mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
This Pontiac Grand Prix came in with a complaint that the blower had stopped working and the
customer saw smoke from under the passenger side of the dash. Inspection at the under hood
fuse box found a blown 30 amp fuse. Time to change the blower motor and blower motor speed
controller. I started by removing the passenger side lower hush panel by removing several push
pin retainers. I had to use a screwdriver and pry the unit from the housing and installed the new
one with screws to hold it in place. I also checked and replaced the dirty cabin air filter which is
probably what helped cause this problem. Click here to see that post. Have you also checked
the connector that attaches to the blower motor? Have you done a drag test on the terminals? A
drag test consists of inserting a male terminal into the female terminal in the connector and
checking for physical resistance. Yes I checked the harness connectors and went as far as to
unwind the tape around them and checked each wire for damage or dry rot and so forth. I will
try using a jumper to the ground on the module like you stated. Last night I ran a jumper to the
ground wire to the motor. Nothing happened, then all of a sudden the motor started to make a
low pitched squeal and then the air came on for maybe 3 seconds then nada. This happened
before when I had the stock module in. In theory a simple voltage test should have been enough
but sometimes practicality wins out. If the ground helps, look behind the radio for an in line
harness connector that may have a burnt black wire or check the ground wire where it
terminates to a screw or bolt in the same area. Also have you checked the terminals of the
harness connectors for damage? Took the car to Pontiac and tried the module they gave me.
Still no go and they seemed stumped also. Question is where? A broken wire maybe. I also took

it to ice cold auto air and they wanted a whole day to try to figure it out. Other than that im
stumped. I might take it to ice cold. You must be logged in to post a comment. Skip to content. I
replaced the fuse. The new fuse is the square pink fuse second from the left. I checked and
found the blower would work but made a terrible noise and would not turn off. I removed the
courtesy light from the panel. Log in to Reply. Oh and by the way the jumper was off when it
made that noise and kicked on for a few seconds. Older comments. Share Your Experience:
Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Forums New posts. What's new New
posts Latest activity. Log in Register. What's new. New posts. Log in. Install the app. Contact
us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in
your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this
or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Start date Jan
11, My blower quit working on me in my Grand Prix GT. One day it would work and the next it
wouldn't. Well now it doesn't work at all. I was told it was the Resistor under the dash next to
the blower motor. Still not working. What else could be the problem? Fuse, bad control switch,
or the fan motor itself. Ive seen this before, the Grand Prix has a similar control unit as the
chevy malibu, and they are notorious for working one day and not the next. I would check the
fuse first and then check the power coming into the resistor first. If you have power going in
test the wire coming out to the motor and while checking have someone turn the selector for
blower speed and see if the brightness of light changes at each position. If it does then it has to
be a bad Motor. But if there is no power to the resistor it is probably the control head. Travis W.
Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. I can't recharge the battery because
blower runs all the time and charger gets hot. I've pulled every fuse and relay that says fan on it
in the hopes it will shut off the blower. I was sure it was a relay but now I don't know. Can
anyone give me a clue as to the next step? I don't mind buying the part that will repair the
problem if I knew what it was. Some one please help! For some reason my blower on my
Pontiac Grand Prix won't turn off unless i unhook the battery. I love my car don't get me wrong!
I hate that I have to pop my hood to remove my fuse to stop my blower from blowing!!!!!!!
Whether the heat or ac I have a right mind to trade it in for something better but that's the only
issue with my car and I don't want anymore car payments I'm dying over here Tried turning off
car, pulling the hvac fuse. The only way it shuts off is to disconnect the battery. Just got the
damn fixed from another problem [ Dex cool eating through one the joints in the intake
manifold]. I'm not sure what I need to replace the blower motor or the resister. Someone please
help. I bought my ponitac grand prix 2 years ago from vission dealer. I noticed a couple of
months later that the floor board was wet. So i took it back to the dealer and they told me that it
was from a system that my husband had gotten installed in the car. Which was a bunch of bull..
Now today when i got off of work i went to start the car and the blower came on on high. I didn't
know what happened but when I went to turn the car off the blower stayed on. What to do? I
don't know! I see this is a common problem and I'm pissed since i just bought the car used 4
days ago.. I then could not start the car the battery was drained.. I'm hoping the warranty i got
for 1 yr will cover it.. I'm a female ontop of it! I replaced the resister, that wasn't it. It still
wouldn't turn on. Then I replaced the blower motor and now it wont turn off even when the car is
turned off and it still is not fixed. Any suggestions on how to fix it? The blower will not turn off
no matter if i turn the car off or take keys out i have to manual detach the cords. Its really
complicated. I also see my passenger side floor soaking wet. Since I'm not the only one with
this tale, I shall share mine. And this is where I think the problem originated. After the
"technician" checked the air cabin filter, I started to notice after it rained that a puddle was
forming inside the cabin of my car. For the longest time, a month or so, I couldn't figure out
why. Then I did a routine oil change and noticed that the cowl and the 2 ft. After fixing what I
could of it, the water stopped but not long after the blower motor wouldn't shut off. I took it to
the dealership I bought it from and they replaced the motor, for a fee. All was well, until winter
hit and then the motor gave out again. Does anyone know how much of a pain in the neck it is to
remove a battery cable in the middle of a Michigan winter? Probably so. Instead of taking it back
to the dealership, as I was unsatisfied with their work, I went to my local auto parts store and
asked them. They told me the resistor was likely bad. I got one of them, and as I was changing it
out, I noticed that the old resistor had corrosion from all the water that leaked into my car.
Thoroughly pissed off, I changed it out and life went back to normal. Fast forward to 2 weeks
ago. Shortly after our first good snow storm, what should happen? Then they have the nerve to
go to Congress and ask for taxpayer money to save their business? So now, as a temporary
solution, I simply unplug the blower motor each time I get out of it. Yeah it's an inconvenience,
but at this point, it beats throwing money away. Maybe in the summer I will see about taking

some silicone adhesive to the warped cowl and the rubber seal, to permanently keep it in place.
And what really gets me, is that my wife owns the 05 Grand Prix, hasn't had a single problem
with it. I have a Pontiac Grand Prix The control knob can be turned off completely and it still
runs oh high. It will run even if the car is off and the keys removed. If the fuse isn't removed,the
fan will run all the time causing the battery to die. The control knob can be turned off completely
and it still runs oh high. I'm at my wits end and can't afford a diagnostics estimate, let alone
some sort of huge expensive replacement. Also when it rains, there a puddle of water on the
passenger side floor that looks like it's coming from underneath the dash!! I had bought the car
for my wife used. As you can imagine, I'm very upset that this problem keeps happening. I don't
know if it's something else that causes these resistors to continue to mess up or it's the store I
got them at Advance Auto. This is getting very expensive. Who wants to have to unhook the
battery cable every time they need to run somewhere!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Right away, I noticed that the
noises that had been continuing when I only put in the module were gone. I don't know if it was
the heater motor or the module I had been getting from Advance Auto. I think it was probably
the heater motor. I'm hoping this fixed the problem, so I also hope you don't hear from me
again. This time, I took the part back to advance for a replacement. The serviceman who had
been unhooking it, so it wouldn't run my battery down must have felt sorry for me. He unhooked
the old one and put the replacement one in free. I fixed the problem with the water coming in
under the dashboard. I had water coming under the windshield into the ac unit under the hood,
so I figured that was the problem. I am so pissed off I always wanted a grand prix finally got
one. I left work today and realized my fan was blowing at top speed when I turned it off I realized
it wasn't on. I got home at 11pm and in my garage started pulling fuses until I got it one that
turned it off. With the car completely off fuse out I put the fuse back in and the fan started right
back up. They just don't make cars the way they used to. Is this the relay stuck does anyone
know tell me so I can fix it my damn self. So now im pissed!!! So I had thought that maybe i
could remove a fuse to keep it from running down my battery and that didn't work either so at
that point i removed the negative terminal and shut it off and then out of curiosity i connected it
again and it begin blowing! SO NOW im really mad because it now said theft system disabled
my starting of my vehicle! Now I come to this site and read this and it totally made me even
madder that this could have been a recall and taken care of by GM but now I see why they are
bankrupt and in trouble with the consumer! Consumers are usually rig
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ht and if you don't cater to us then risk going out of business! If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Ask your Pontiac dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 25 reports replaced
blower motor resistor 7 reports replaced capacitor and heater module 4 reports replaced blower
motor 2 reports have it fixed at a dealership and then fixed agian for free 1 reports stop leaks
from warped cowl 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. I did!! If we all get together, we may get this resolved. Black
mold is dangerous and can be fatal!! It's pretty sad our health is at risk because of GM and their
cheapness. Filing a claim can't hurt!! Find a good Pontiac mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. This is the third time we have replaced the blower motor
resister! Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

